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Sunday night at 6:330 the annual "White Christmas" service
will be held at the' Methodist
Church.
The program will feature
"White Christmas" decorations, of
which Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Richardson are in charge, and Christmas music under the' leadership
of Mrs. E. J. Freeman, organist,
and Mrs. S. R. Rhodes, choir director.
A playlet, "Gifts For The King",
will be under the direction of
Miss Sue Henry.
As is the custom, the offering
will be given for the support of
the children at Epworth Orphanage.

Robert M. Cooper, member of*
the Clemson Board of Trustees, and sciences of Columbia; L. E.
will address the graduating class Kirven, Pre-Med of Pinewood; R.
ejcises to be held on Sun- O. Watson, pre-med of Blaney;
day, February 1, at" 11:30 a. m., J. K. Addison, electrical engineerin the College Chapel.
ing of Cottageville; and David
President R. F. Poole will con- Banks, arts and sciences of St.
fer the degrees and present the Matthews.
diplomas/ to the graduates. The \ Alternate marshalls are P. H.
Reverend J. A. Pinckney, of the Bultman, architecture of SumEpiscopal Church, will give the ter; H. F. Landrith, arts and
Invocation, and ■ the Reverend sciences of Seneca; and Edwin H.
Harold Cole of the Baptist Church Rhyne, arts and sciences of ClemOliver the Benediction. Mr. son.
and Mrs. Hugh McGarity will
present instrumental music, and
Robert Thomas, baritone, will
give a vocal solo.
Members of the graduating
".■ill wear caps and gowns
tn the traditional ClemAll veteran students interested
son uniform., which was worn in
ng in Advanced ROTC
pre-war years.
ed by the
Marshalls for the exercises will
vat to turn in their apbe H'. D. Hughey, electrical engi;
ons on or before December
of Greer; Earl Morris,
"■
VI.
sciences of Pickehs; R.
To
be eligible to take the Ad-,
textile engineering of
d ROTC Course a veteran
ici; J. D. Hogan,'arts
student must be an academic
iunior with two remaining years
in school, but if a veteran scphomore plans to attend summer
school and can finish school in
less than three years, his enrollment in Advanced ROTC is
authorized.
By receiving , applications bewas 11 men; and at the present.
:-n. At the beginning of the fore 15th of December, the milistaff can administer physinext semester there will probd mental examinations prior
ably be a need for one.'or
more. The enrollment previous to the beginning of the second
to'the
ant entering first

Organization of IPO AY is movAnnual awards will be presentThe annual Christmas Cantata, ♦
ing
along at a fast pace with the
ed to the two outstanding Quarter"Song of the Holy night," and the tion of Mrs. George Barnes and
100 per cent enrollment of the
master ROTC Cadets at Clemson
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
by the Quartermaster Association
1st and 3rd Battalions by memClemson Agricultural College, Service of Lights will be present- Mrs. Wilda Gray.
of Washington, D. C. A medal
The Service of Lights centers
bers of the Regional Council.
was elected president of The ed at the Baptist Church on Sunwill be given to the outstanding
At the present time members of
Southern Association of Colleges day at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. C. L. Mor- about the lighting of candles by
First Year Advanced student and
and Secondary Schools at its an- gan, choir director, and Mrs. K. the entire congregation from the
the council are meeting with
a
scholastic
key
of
appropriate
nual meeting in Louisville, Ky., R. Helton, organist, are respon- Christ Light. A group of cadets
cadets of the 2nd Battalion and
design will go to the top Second
last week.
,
if the work is completed this week
led
by
A.
B.
Carwile
will
be
the
sible
for
the
musical
portion
of
Year
Advanced
student.
Pres. Poole, the second South
the
first meeting of the organilight
bearers.
Selection
of
successful
canthe
service.
N
Carolinian to be elected to this
didates will b* made by the
zation will be held during early
Gilbert Hardee is in charge of
One special feature of the serposition, will hold office for one
PMS&T and the Quarteryear after which he will be on the vice will be the carols sung by the seating and the offering. Decorapart of next week. After this
' master ROTC instructor prior
executive committee for another Junior Choir, under the direc- tions have been planned by Jim
initial meeting a regular monthly
to March 1 each yeas.
year.
(
Spartanburg with the help of
meeting will be held by all the
Organized in 1895, the AssoA rating scheme involving the
lairs with the regional council.
Mrs. Harvey Mitchell.
ciation includes the universities,
cadet's scholastic standing, aptiEach cadet company and veteThe Lottie Moon Christmas Ofcolleges, and secondary schools of
tude in Quartermaster subjects,
eleven Southern States. Included
fering will be taken at the climax
Members of the Newman Club leadership qualities and record in
ran barrack will have a lair which
on its membership roll are apof the program. It will be usec will annually present a key to the ROTC will be applied in makin turn will elect a president,
proximately 150 senior instituby the Foreign Mission Board o4 lie individual^ male or female, ing final selections.
vice-president, and secretary.
tions and 58 junior colleges.
the Baptist Church to alleviate
Presentation of the awards will
Members of the Regional
The organization has a threeextreme needs around the world. •vhom the organization believes be scheduled on an appropriate
has accompanied the greatest good
Council
have stated "the reCongregations
of
the
several
fold purpose:
date near the end of each college
With January 2, 1948 set as the
sponse from the 1st and 3rd
(1) To organize southern
churches and friends in the com- 'or the Student Body as a whole
year. It is very likely that the
Battalion have been extremeschools, and colleges for coopera- closing date on which applications munity are invited to attend. "urine any given school year.
presentation will be a part of
The
idea
behind
this
presentaly ^encouraging and we want
for
the
Pepsi-Cola
graduate
feltion and mutual assistance.
Cadets who miss long roll will
to thank each man for his
(2) To elevate the standard of lowship may be made, all eligible be excused, according to Jim 'ion is to act as an incentive to- Mother's Day Ceremony.
ward greater cooperation between
splendid support and coopescholarship and effect uniformity seniors should obtain the neces- Spangenberg.
the Clemson Student Boby and
ration. If this fine spirit is
of entrance requirements.
its friends.
kept at its high peak IPOAY
(3) To develop preparatory sary recommendations before the
Selection of the individual to
will prove successful."
schools and cut off this work from closing of school for Christmas
receive award will be made by
Organization of veterans 1
the colleges.
vacation.
secret ballot. A list of possible
not as yet taken on a defi'
Dr. Poole returned from the
The application form, endorsed
orospects
will
be
presented
to
the
program. Steve Ivey, presic.
meeting last week and was back
Fifty years ago last year th
club and from this group the most
of the Regional Council,, said "tfig '
at his desk in Tillman Hall on by the dean or the president, must
School
of
Textiles
celebrated
its
F. M. Richardson, textile man- outstanding person will be chosen.
be accompanied by an official
problem of organizing the vetMonday.
first
half
century
at
Clemson
Colufacturing sophomore of GreenThe individual selected does not
eran students has not been solved
Dr. F. M. Kinard, Dean of transcript of undergraduate cred- ville, was elected vice-president
lege,
the
first
college
in
the
counhave to be a Catholic, a faculty
because of the extreme difficulty
Schools of Arts and Sciences, also, its through the junior year, the and George Asnip, textile engi- member, or a resident of the cam- try to have textiles associated
in bringing a large group of vetwith
its
regular
curriculum.
attended the 4 meeting at Louis- announcements states.
neering
sophomore
of
Greenville
pus. The single qualification is
Recomerans together at one time.
m
1896
to
1936,
classes
were
ville. He was in charge of the
was elected treasurer of the Can- to be a true friend of the ClemIPOAY's aim is to establish a lair
held in the Physics building. In
"Question Box" program for mendations from two professors terbury Club at a meeting held son Student Body.
:
in each veteran barracks and
should also be sent to the board
n
H.
H,
W
J
I
'iiitato
deans.
This award "To Clemson's Good
December 3. These men were
thereby
give this group a fair rep~.~
of
his
campaign
to
impro
ed
to
graduate
thi
,
channelized
into
one
of
on the forms provided.
elected to fill offics that have Friend" will be sometime during School of Textiles,- helped push
The school '
as for the branches of service offered resentation in the organization.
the spring semester.
All material must be in the of- been vacant for several weeks.
"It is necessary for at least
the appropriations bill for the i
-e.
Eirst, to here at Clemson that commeneeAt the same meeting a film on
fices of the Pepsi-Cola Scholarthree men in each barracks to
present building, and in 1936 the produce graduates surpassed by surates with his major course.
ship Board in Palo Alto, Cali- starving Europe was shown and
Textile building was erected. The none in the country; second, to
Application blanks may be ob- take it upon themselves to request
additional action was taken on the
iizatioh of a lair in their
building has been constantly im- develop research; third, to add tained from the Commandant's
fornia, by midnight of the closing Club's project of sponsoring a
barrack. Veterans desirous of
proved,
both
in
material
and
in
ate
work
as
soon
as
possible:
office.
Students will be able to view -date. Application forms may be school in southern France. The
forming a lair should contact any
personnel.
and fourth, to become better acsuch documents as newspapers, obtained. from the dean.
Club is selling Christmas cards to
member of the Reginal Council
Before the war the staff con- quainted with industry, to be
large mechanical drawings, and
which is composed of Steve Ivey,
Twenty-six of these graduate raise money for the project.
Married Methodist students and sisted of 15 men; during the war able to speak with authority, and
wiring diagrams on the Recordak
Professor B. E. Goodale of the their wives wil have a Christmas
A. L. Chalker, Giles Lewis, and
to build a reputation for reliable
Film Reader Model C, which has fellowships will be awarded in Dairy Department spoke to- the banquet tomorrow night at the
Bob Davis."
information.
recently been added to the library. March to college students sche- club last night at another regular church at 8:00 o'clock with ProFurther information will be rembers of the staff are conThe machine, which uses 16 and duled to receive bachelor's de- meeting.
leased in the near future as organfessor C. G. Green acting as toastlimited research on un35 mm film, can be helpful in grees during the academic year
Gamma Kappa Alpha, frater- ization and operation proceed.
master.
variations in the way
viewing important documents for 947-48. In addition to receiving
nity for North Carolina students Any questions about the organThere, will be special Christmas
synthetics
and
woolens
run.
Many
a long length of time and observ- their tuition to any accredited Arts And Sciences
music under the. direction of Mrs.
at Clemson, has taken in eleven ization will be answered by the
The Department of Agricultural free tests are run for mills by the new members. The customary Council for all interested parties.
ing objects that might otherwise graduate or professional school in Faculty Members
W. W. Scott, Jr., with Mrs. E. J.
school,
but
it
will
not
accept
tests
The tentive program for IPOAY
be overlooked.
Freeman as accompanist. Profes- Economics and Rural Sociology is that enter any controversy.
week of informal initiation closed
the United States, each winner
has
been outlined and presented^
A special room is being set will receive an additional $750 for Attend Convention
sor John Lane will lead the group completing a survey of its former
with
a
steak
supper
in
Walhalla
The Sirrene Foundation Fund
to Dr. Poole, Walter Tilley, Frank*
in singing Christmas carols, and students and graduates with a has pledged its full support to on November 24.
aside in the library for this ma- each of the three years.
Several members of the Clem- Dr. D. W. Daniel will have a ten view to analyzing the results of
chine, and it will be open for use
The list of new members as re- Howard, several faculty members,
the Clemson School ,of Textiles.
The winners may work in any
by the students or professors at field of study whi.ch will lead son Faculty attended the meeting minute spot on the program for its teaching program and of keep- The Foundation plans to suppli- leased by the club shows W. D. and many members of IPTAY,
of the South Atlantic Modern some of his after dinner stories.
ing the graduates better informed rcent aid pay of faculty members Anderson of Greensboro, Robert all of whom expressed their apany hour during the day.
to an M. A., Ph. D., M. D., or
Students and their wives have about what is going on in the and ,to provide relief for members D. Ballenger of Charlotte, R. W. proval. Upon completion of alii
Cornelia Graham, Librarian, an- other advanced professional de- Language Association in Chattanooga, \ Tennessee during the planned the event and are carry- Department.
nounces that a subscription has
of the faculty so that they can go Bennett of Asheville, James C. points the program will be pre-]
gree.
Thanksgiving Holidays.
ing out the details. R. E. Dilfield
A very high percentage of the into the textile field, and observe Clanton of Charlcftte, Charles W. sented to the lairs for their apbeen made to the film edition of
Those attending from the Eng- is chairman of the program; Mrs students have returned cards givthe New York Times. Other film
at first hand, the problems of the Emoify of Gastonia, William C. proval.
lish
Department were H. M. Cox. H. C. Edens and Mrs. R. H. Folk ing information about themselves,
editions are expected to be added
Ginter Jr., of Charlotte.
textile industry.
H. M. Felder, C. B. Green, M. A. have charge of the food; and John ■heir families , and their work.
Also J. Pattern of Brevard, O.
later on.
Owings, D. I. Purser, and Rupert Winginton, Jr. is in charge of the Each of these v/ill receive a copy
R. Rowe of Charlotte, Sam T.
Taylor. O. P. Rhyne of the tables.
of the Department's Christmas Alpha Chi SJgma Will Snockly of Rockingham, J. B. TidVets Administration
Modern Language Department
Mrs. L. W. James is chairman letter.
Celebrate Anniversary der of Cherryville, W. F. Wilson
Clemson's Jungaleers, billed as also attended this metting.
of decorations; Frank Seddon is in
Alters Med Policy
Anyone who has not responded
of Greensboro.
The South's Smoothest College
At this meeting, Professor C. B. charge of tickets; and Mrs. Frank
Blackface chorus numbers, gagsJ
Purpose of the Gamma Kappa
Alpha Chi Sigma, honor chemVeterans Administration has Dance Orchestra, have contracted Green read a paper before the Seddon is responsible for dishes is asked to do so at once.
and skits are to highlight a mm-T
Alpha
is
to
foster
good
will
and
ical
fraternity,
will
celebrate
its
announced that prima facie evi- twelve playing dates during the English division of the Associa- and silver.
anniversary tonight at closer fellowship among Tar Heel strel show to be presented by thd
dence will not be accepted as suf- Christmas holidays. This exten- tion.
Approximately one hundred
'
gatson forty-fifth
Milledge Gordon Post, America r|
the
final
initiation
of those pledg- men at Clemson.
ficient proof for veterans to es- sive schedule begins even before
and seventy-five persons are exLegion, at the Calhoun-Clemsorj
ed
to
the
organization.
tablish service connection for school is officially dismissed-and
ers
pected at the banquet.
high school on Friday night a|
The
formal
ceremonies
for
the
Marketing
Class
medical and dental treatment af- lasts until January 2, leaving the
Bulletin Board Made 8:00 p. m.
Next
Sunday,
Dec.
14,
a
delenew
men,
prescribed
by
the
Namusicians little or no time for va- Visits Greenville
ter December 31, 1947.
The program, which, according
O'Neil And Clark
gation from Limestone College tional Council, will mark the end
SopH-'Y' Council
Applications for treatment re- cationing.
to
officials of the post, will las
will
be
in
charge
of
both
afterof
a
pledge
period
which
began
in
Their first appearance of the
ceived on or before December 31
Thirteen members of the mar- To* Address Vets .
A bulletin board was erected-in for approximately one hour an]
noon
and
evening
Vesper
proearly
November.
series
will
be
at
Toccoa,
Ga.,
on
will be determined on prima facie
keting class made a trip to GreenAlpha chapter of AXE was front of the Post Office during fifteen minutes, includes voca
Jajnes F. O'Neil, National Com- grams.
evidence, but applications for December 19, under the sponsor- ville on Friday, December 5th,
delegation will consist of fouded at the University of Wis- the week of the Thanksgiving solos by Bob Thomas, Craig Tur|
treatment other than emergency ship of the Women's Cotillion with Mr. Jamerson from the of- mander of the American Legion,
of that city. The next day fice of the Commissioner of Ag- will be guest speaker on the Mu- twelve girls: Peggy Anderson, Dot consin on December 11, 1902. holidays by the Sophomore ner, and H. C. Shadwell.
will have to be formally adjudi- Club
f
Dr. Albert Meiberg will be th
YMCA Council. Its puippse is to
cated before treatment can b- hey move to Augusta, where riculture to visit the State Produce tual Network Program, "Veterans Bobo, Jean Carter, Jaye Carter, Since that time, the membership
protect the tree beside which it interloccutor, and Professor Hug
Marion
Bobo,
Jean
Jackson,
Sybil
in
American
colleges
and
univerthey
will
play.for
the
Debutante's
Want
to
Know"
on
December
14.
given.
Market.
McGarity will have charge of tl|
Mr. O. W. Clark, Acting Admin- Martin, Jean McDanial, Betty- sities has increased so that there stands.
The discontinuance of determ- Club.
The good and bad features of
music.
Construction
was
under
tl
Then
in
order
come
the
Union
Melton,
Jackie
Malkey,
Irene
are
now
fifty-three,
collegiate
istrator
of
VA
will
speak
on
the
ination on prima facie evidence
the very up to date Market were
rection of a committee headed by
groups.
Wright, and Ruth McKeown.
program December 21.
does not deny veterans any rightr County-Clemson Club dance at discussed.
Union
on
December
22,
Laurens
Wayne Ballentine.
Johnson, Catherine Causey, Eld
given them by law, nor does il
County-Clemson Club dance at
Two members of the council, nor Duke, Margaret McLauril
limit services given those whose
Laurens on December 23, SumterKenneth Lewis and Roy Ellison, Margaret Arial, Libby Danncj
conditions are rated as service
Clemson dance on December 24
ai-e in charge of keeping the board and Martha Burnett.
connected.
at Sumter, Chester County-Clemneat and clear of out-of-date
This ruling in no way affects son Club dance at Chester ChristO Little Town of Bethlehem— was with the Angel
notices. Persons using the board
Under the direction of Hugh H.
Appearing for the first time this
the ' year presumption of service mas Day, and the Greenwood
are asked to cooperate by making
From the Messiah—Handel
connection to which all veterans County-Clemson Club dance on year, the Clemson Glee Club will McGarity, the organization has Carol
their notices attractive and by
Allehuj
ah—Bach
Scripture—Luke
2:15-20
are entitled after discharge.
December 26 at Greenwood.
present its second annual pro- been practicing all fall with parnot placing them over other
Intermission
II
After a brief respite, the or- gram of Christmas Music in the ticular interest on this program.
notic
IV
Sheep
May
Safely
Graze—Bach
chestra picks up again at Lancas- College Chapel at eight o'clock The full total of the sixty-seven
O
Come
All
Ye
Faithful—Carol
Pastoral
Symphony,
from
the
ter on December 29, where they Tuesday right.
voices of the club will be heard
Go Tell It on the Mountains—
Messiah—Handel
umfoia College
have been engaged by the LancasWorking in conjunction with next week.
mas Spiritual
Jesus, Joy of Man's Desiring—
ter Hospital Auxiliary.
The
Robert T. Thomas, architecture
the Glee Club are several memThe Holly and the Ivy—English Group' Gives Vespers
A wolf is really not bad—we
Bach
'
Greenville County-Clemson Club
bers from the Little Theater group junior of Clemson, is to be the
talking
about four legged typej
Mr. and Mrs. McGarity
claims them on December 30 for
Eleven girls from Columbia
featured soloist with several bari■k!
The
Herald
Angels
Sing
course.
i dance at Greenville, and they who will have a special pageant tone numbers. Mrs. McGarity
III
College presented the regular
ohn
Prof. "Influence" Waite|
go to Manning on December 331 depicting the nativity scene. This
■ program last SunIn Adoration
will be his accompanist.
will
be
accompanied
bythe
readPat-a-fan—French Carol
for the Clarendon County-Clemday*
The complete program is as folUse your heads, boys.
Scripture—Lke 2:1-7
ing of the Christmas story from
son Club.
V
The agenda included talks by
as well marry a farml
lows.
the
Bible.
Recitative—There were ShepThe last two engagements of
Carol? (
-Carol
Jean Player and work twenty years to buy on»J
I
Highlights of the evening
the series lake them to Georgein the Field
The , '
Russe)—■
u :ic by
Adoramus to—Mozart
, Dr. Hussman
will be the rendition of sevtown on January 1 for the
Kountz
Recitative—An
lo
the
Angel
the
Columbia
College
Octette,
acMay
Thy
Blessed
Spirit—Tscheral selections from Handel's
Georgetown County-Clemson Club
Rain, Rain, go away.
companied by Miss Faye Griggs.
Joy to the World—Handel
Recitative—And the, Angel said
... Your Protection and back to Augusta on January Messiah and audience partici- esnokoff
Come again at reveille.
Members of the Octette include
Hallelujah, Amen, from Judas
unto
them
Solo—"O
Thou
that
Tellest,"
pation
in
the
singing
of
2 to play for an Aiken-EdgefieldBy the Cadets
Misses
Betty
Kay
Tyler,
Jackie
Maccabeus—Handel
Recitative—And
suddenly
there
from" the Messiah—Handel
Against Tuberculosis Augusta Club dance.
several well-known carols.
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On Taking Over—

Talk of the Town

With a sense of seriousness, we fiesittntly assume our
!-ev d".!ies of publishing The Tiger. We take on our new respoifsiimiti'cs knowing full well tlie many difficulties that are'
before us now and ones that will arise in the future.
Some cf us have been on the staff of your college newspaper for more than two years, and in that time have learned
The Tiger is put out with a small amount of inspiration
and a! large amount of work. Using ibis formula, we hope
ihat for Ihe next nine months the Clemsoiv student body will
a good, interesting publication every Thursday.
Throughout our tenure of office our primary purpose
v. ill be lo cover all the news of interest to siudents and Clemson residents. We will feel that wc have failed if any porof ilv campus has been consistently neglected.
Editorial policy will lie guided by what can be done im.
mediately for the students and permanently for the benefit
ie cullege. Our goal will be a progressive Clemson con:nliy bettering itself.
As for oiir promises, we have none; no definite bargains
v ith any special group have been or will be made.

By CHARLIE STILL

dents Aid Students
Always a serious question in normal times, the educa.
of young children, particularly in wax-ridden Europe, is
one of Che gravest problems (hat we now have to deal with
in the reshaping of international relations.
No matter what agreements are reached in the UN or
by the Council of Foreign Ministers, they can be only tern,
porary solutions if they do, not have the, firm foundation of
peoples who properly understand the situation. And the
agreements made today must be carried out and improved
upon by future leaders.
Throughout the nation various groups are attempting
lo help better the poor educational conditions in Europe
through contributions from private individuals. On our
own campus, a drive is now in progress to gather money
that may be used in a material way to improve stricken institutions.
The more than seventy student clubs and organizations
have been called upon to aid in the raising of $500. This
goal, set by the Junior YiMCA Council which is sponsoring
the drive, must'be realized by December 20.
All donations received by that time will be turned over
id some responsible child.aid groups such as "Save the Children Federation". The money will be spent on seemingly in.
significant articles, things that we are prone to take for
'granted in this materially blessed nation.
Principal interest is in the lessening of physical discomforts; damaged buildings, cold rooms, skimpy lunches, and
I.scarcity of decent clothing and school equipment retard the
proper development of children.
Even with a successful completion of the campaign, we
should remember that our actions, however meritorious, are
not getting to the roots of the problem. However commendable such donations are, wc should keep in mind that
they are largely supportive in their aid.
t
The discovery and destruction of the basic reasons why
such lamentable conditions exist will be the only permanent
way in which we can prevent international disasters every
few decades. A thorough understanding and appreciation
of the problems of Europe must go hand in hand with all
our contributions. But, for such a worthy cause, may our
contributions be high.

Placement Bureau, A Good Project
Several clubs on the campus have been casting in the
dark for a project to justify iheir existence. It is with this
though! in mind that the following is written.
The Tiger has mentioned the establishment of a placement service in past issues. Thus far, we have not heard
of any organization that has undertaken a program to bring
[his service into reality.
It is not our purpose to tell anyone what to do—we are
merely offering a suggestion which we believe will be a great
benefit lo ail Clemson men.
At the present time we are without any kind of a coordinated system of obtaining jobs for our graduates. They
arc more c:r less lelt to shift for themselves, but fortunately
some of the various schools do offer assistance in this first
step into the world of reality.
If all these efforts were combined and operated by one
central office much confusion would be avoided. Also a
i more efficient job could be done in placing all grad.
nates, past, present, and future, in good positions.
Employers woidd be aided in the search for good men,
and Clemson in general would he snore highly regarded in
ihe business world.
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Dr. Poole Says

P M .■ ■

Know Your College
Clemson is a land-grant college. Each state has a landgrant college and some are distinct and outstanding as, for example, Auburn, Mississippi
State, Virginia Polytechnic and
Clemson.
Wisconsin, Cornell,
and Minnesota are universities
as well as the land-grant college
in their respective states. Clemson and Texas A. and M. are operated for men but all of the
other institutions take women
students. The purpose of the
land-grant colleges is to educate
students in agricultural and mechanical arts and in addition
many have broadened their activities.
Clemson is organized on the
university basis and it will enjoy the. university status when
the graduate program, now being developed, reaches perfection. The Schools of Agriculture, Engineering, Arts and
Science, Textiles, Chemistry, and
Education are administered by
deans and in thsse teaching
schools there are thirty-six departments under departmental
heads who are' responsible to
the deans of their respective
schools. In addition there are
necessary divisions which are
headed by directors.
The deans and directors with
the president compose the Fac-

ulty Council which meets each year. Many of these research
Monday. This body determines workers teach in their special
the calendar, curricula, courses, fields. (3) The Extension Serschedules, standards, and the
general procedures for students vice which maintains headquarters at Clemson where most of
and faculty.
The budget of the college orig- the specialists, who work
inates with the department and throughout the state, are located.
passes through the head to the District offices in charge of Disdean who in turn sends it to the
president. The president, with trict Agents are located at Florthe assistance of the business ence, Aiken, and Spartanburg.
manager and the deans, prepares An office is maintained in every
the final recommendations for county seat where the work is
action by the Board of Trustees. headed by the county agent, the
The college has many standing home demonstration agent, and
committees and the chairman- of often other assistants. In most
these committees report to the of the counties the college ;has a
general faculty in May. These Negro, assistant agent and Negro
committees act in an advisory home agent. Rock Hill is headcapacity to the president and in quarters for the Home Demonmany instances are helpful in stration Agents who have offices
administering the affairs- of the at Winthrop. College. The E:-:college.
. tension Service conducts result
The School of Agriculture is demonstrations, supplies farmers
divided into three major divi- and the agricultural industry
sions: (1) Instruction which con- with advice and counsel on apcerns educating in agricultural proved practices.
curricula. (2) Research which
Through the Extension Seris conducted in experiment sta- vice the college is brought close
tions located at Clemson, Pon- to the people of the state and
tiac, Florence, Summerville, serves them in many helpful
Charleston, and Blackville. Al- ways. The Service publishes an
so, experimental work is con- annual report, writes thousands
ducted on farms throughout the of letters in reply to requests of
state. This division publishes an the people, and uses the radio
annual report giving the results in distributingo information t
of research conducted during the the people of the state.

Not That it Matters

Well, I can't believe it. I resigned last week and was rehired. I don't have to pay so
much now to have my literary
efforts published.
Speaking of efforts, someone
did me a favor when he left this
pretty rime on my table. Don't
know who wrote it or why, but
here goes:
"Think you're brainy, what?
Yer 8.9 hain't so hot.
Think you're a gift to the
women, too,
Getting mail- from the Zoo.
Think you're a a wheel too,, but—
You're on your way—you're the
nut.
Collecting keys by the score
And crying when there ain't no
more.
The project would be a permanent addition to the slriic. Always want your way
tuiv of Clemson and surely it Is worthy of Ihe efforts of Even go to the mirror and say:
"Mirror, mirror on the wall
I seine forward-looking club.
Who's the handsomest of them
all?"
IKA
Then you smile and reply:
i
"Landrith, compared to you
others are small."
|iP0AY Is Business Organization
How you've taught that mirror to
Wff.fi a 100 percent enrollment of the cadets in the 1st
lie!
I 3rd battalions, the IPOAY has begun its membership You flash your key chain
Then coyly ask again:
Irive in a big way. This means that slightly fewer than 700 "Mirror, mirror on the wall
shts have either paid or pledged their dollars.
Who's the biggest wheel of all?"
EMimate goal, of course, will be a working fund of The mirror answers; you drood:
"Oscar is, you fool."
I
10 which will be administered by the officers, and the (To that, Oscar, I reply
|
s reviewed each year by a disinterested accountant. It. I did teach that mirror to lie!"
i
seen that money paid by the student will be going to "If you were like Tally Fox,
who's not
as oitlfi! and hot to some sboddily run organization. Smoke Chesterfields it'd help a
Investment of one dollar by every student will be a
lot .
-jjgj
I
itc, material way in which to further athletic success, Or ei^ct yourself president of
IPO AY
" all uiofcey will.be used in much the same way as that of You'd be like Steve Ivey.
i-lar IPTAY.
Lo\ erbpy JJiack thinks he knows
As some discordant voices have beep proclaiming, the How to thrill 'em where e'er he
goes.
I
the club is not a move lo keep the "ins" in and Just take that wheel named
but it is for the purpose of opening an effectLytle,
ive channel through which all students can aid and influence Nothing to do—just a title.
Let Al Robinson shoot a line
in* athletic program.
What music he makes—smooth

and fine.
Or Johnny,Evans give a clue.
Takes more than knowledge to
do.
T. D. Miller's got a good old life.
Married bliss in a working wife.
Think 'em over, take my advice
To be a wheel it takes sacrifice.
But there you go:
"Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who made who's who, this.fall?"
You must, waiting for the reply
When the mirror answers you
nearly die:
"Hutto is who's who—that's who
You see it can't be you!"
Another thinks he's so '■ grand
No one like Gage on sea or land.
If you loved like Jim Young
Who'd go up another rung.
Or like A. B., had a hand on the
field
My dear cog, you'd be a wheel.
But here you are trying to climb
Wanting to buy the moon for a
dime.
Floating around as in a dream
And shoved up by a laundry
queen.
Must admit with professors
you're hot
Pulling got you what you got.
Get smart, like Johns, get the
exam,
Then you won't have to cram.
Oh, there's a lot you've got to
learn.
But slip up, and you'll burn.
But lay off that stuff every day:
No mirror will show you the
way.
"Mirror, mirror what luck do
you bring
Will I make the Blue Key this
spring?"
"No, no, my boy," Is the reply.
"I'll send you roses when you
die."
That's not all, but its enough
to give you an idea of this masterpiece I uncovered under a
pile of last year's stock market
reports.

A. Dream
"Once upon a midnight dreary"
As I sat stinking from drinking
Many bottles of bootleg corn—
I had a dream.
Clemson College,
Clemson,
Calif., one mile from Hollywood.
No, this can't be true. I sat up
and rubbed my eyes. No, I must
be dreaming. This sunshine,
these modern buildinsgs; this
can't be Clemson.
I looked around. There I lay
in a Hollywood bed; there was
a Persian rug on the floor. In
one corner was a well-stocked
cock-tail bar. - Boy, - I thought,
this is Paradise.
Softly there came to me out of
the night the gentle voice of
Betty Grable. "If you want to
be well-developed take P.T. like
I do. Now, everyone: one up,
two down, three left, four right,
five left—sorry, boys, We left
your Colonel then.
I looked out: there she ^vas in
Confederate gray shorts. On
the ground lay the Colonel
drowning in his own drool.
It was breakfast time. The
door softly opened and a bevy of
chorus girls came in bearing
trays of food. Lana came in
and tucked the napkin under my
chin; Hedy buttered my toast
while Ginger broke my soft
boiled eggs.
Eight o'clock came. Time for
my first class. I entered and
they were casting "Forever Amber." What pleasant work, but
it got so dull. Nothing to do all
day but make love to Hedy, Rita,
and Dorothy. But they made
me do it. I had to take Rita in
my arms. I had to hold her
tight, had to look lovingly into
her eyes, had to whisper, "I love
you", had to kiss her on the
nose, on the cheeks, on the lips,
then I had to—change for the
next scene.

Once more the time has come for a new but just a little can mean a lot to those who
senior staff to man the typewriters, and for cannot help themselves.
new by-lines to appear on the pages of your
With respect to the age-old institution of
newspaper.
Santa Clans, Clemson may well hang out a
We of this new group realize the signi- big stocking in preparation for 1948. Money
ficance of the task placed in bur hands— is needed for a new heating plant, a new
that of giving voice to a "Tiger" which will Chemistry building, and among other things,
roar for all of Clemson A and M. Only a more adequate gymnasium, Avhich could
tireless and continuous effort can make a be used to provide more suitable conditions
reality of this aim of the '47-'48 editions, and . for the Cadet Corps' morning calisthentic's.
each of us stands ready to give his best.
Frosty December weather offsets much
v The retiring senior staff deserves praise
of the benefits in these exercises, which
for the effort they have made in speaking taken under warmer surroundings could be
out for a greater Clemson. These men much more healthful to those participating.
Served in top positions for one year; they The disadvantages of-outside-PT in the early
have done the job well.
morning have shown themselves in numerDuring the time we worked together, we ous cases of minor colds, which were ob.
learned together to profit by each, mistake viously due at least in part to workouts in
and adverse situation, and though it is with temperatures considerably lower than those
regret that we.lose the seniors of '47, it is indoors.
with pride.in their standards that we begin
We hope that this situation will be alle.
the "New Year".
viated in some way during the near future.
As most of us; have already begun to realLights are always a part of Christmas fesize, . Christmas is just around the corner. tivities, and though all the campus may not
With it comes the traditional holiday joys of he illuminated with Yuletide lighting sysgiving, receiving, and seeing old faces once tems, improvements could well be made on
again.
the desk lamps of the Library. Most of these
But as we spread the glad tidings during lamps don't even have bulbs, and quite a
this season, let us not forget that there are few of those available are burned out.
those who cannot share unless we share—
Except for the fluorescent-lighted sections
remember the Campus Relief Fund, the. Lot., at either end of the main reading room, the
tie Moon Christmas Offering, and the Christ, overhead lights are inadequate for reading
mas Seal Drive.
and study purposes. With the improve,
Yes, it's true, not very many students are ' ment of lighting facilities in the study areas
heavy laden with that stuff called cash. It's such as the-Library, the dangers of injury to
especially true when December rolls around, the students' eyes will be greatly, decreased.

Campus Chatter
By Thomas A. Collings
The Chatterer hears that Mr.
J. A. Berly and Mr. C. O. Cartwright are attending the first
Southeastern Cotton Insect Control Conference being held at
Columbia.
On Thursday, December 4, the
Women's Club held its Yuletide
meeting. This was the regular
December meeting, but was
planned in the form of a. Christmas party. Music was proided
by the Clemson Glee Club, under the direction of Mr. McGarity. In addition, Mr. Craig Turner sang two solos. Cranberry
punch was served.
The Chatterer notices from the
papers that all other towns have
already been visited by Christmas and Santa Claus. Cheer up!
Christmas is really on the way
toward Clemson. The Clemson
Garden Club's Christmas Tree,
in front of the Y., will be lighted
this year after being dark for
some years. They hope to have
it shining out the news that
Christmas comes to Clemson before the students leave for the
vacation.
Last Saturday students from
the Agronomy, Horticulture, and
Dairy Departments, together

with students from the Textile
School, took Civil Service examinations for Government positions. The Chatterer understands that the result of the examination will depend on the
student's I.Q. and not on what
he hasn't learned at Clemson, as
there were no technical subject
matter questions asked.
On Monday afternoon the
Clemson Garden Club met with
Mrs. F. C. Anderson, with- Mrs.
G. H. Aull and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff as joint hostesses. Mrs.
R. F. Poole led the group in
singing Christmas carols, after
which Dr. G. H. Collings gave a*
talk on "Garden Fertilizer" and
presented the members of the
club with samples of fertilizer
sticks specially prepared by :um
for use with potted plants.
The Fort Hill Garden Club
met at Mrs. H. H. Willis, with
Mrs. T. A. White, Mrs. M. C.
Rochester as joint hostesses. A
Christmas decoration program
uable ideas on the decoration of
under the direction of Mrs. E. W.
Cook, assisted by Mrs. Wilson
and Mrs. Russell, gave many valtables, doors, windows, etc., for
Christmas.

Phi Kappa Phi will have its
initiation of new members on
Saturday, December 13. The
Chatterer hears that it is to be a
very impressive ceremony, after
which they will adjourn to the
Methodist church for a dinner in
honor" of the initiates.
,
Dr. W. A. Sibrans is still, under the care of a specialist in
New York. The Chatterer regrets to learn that it has been
necessary for him to have several blood transfusions.
Evidently Clemson raises boys
for the Polar Bear Club. At any
rate, it was recently noted that
a group of senior scouts from
Clemson enjoyed a week-end
trip to Blue Ridge, staying (most
likely freezing) in one of the
deserted Y cabins there.
Miss Kathryn Hall and Miss
Dora Kirschner, of Tryon, visited Mrs. C. M. Hall over the
weekend.
Also visiting the campus was
Mr. Urban Diener's father, from
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Brown entertained the staff of the Treasurer's Office and their husbands
and/or wives at a supper. They
later played bingo.
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Two 0! Five Bouts
'Wilt-Be Staged-Here Play In All-Star Tilt
In Month Of -January In Charlotte Saturday
Boxing Coach Bob Jones n6w
has around twenty - five boys'
working out each -afternoon in
preparation for their season opener with the Georgia Bulldogs here
on January 17.
Several of last year's boxers
are back in the fold this year,
and will form the backbone of
the ringmasters. "Spook" Pulkinen, Jerry Orr, and Raymond
Price are three that will be
punching to hold down their
starting positions.- Ariel Warrick
has sufficiently recovered from a
last year injury, and is expected
to be in the middle-weight clas^.
Price, Fitzsimons, D-. D. Smith,
and Hubert Biser are the chief
contenders for the batam weightclass. Dave Coakley, Washington, D. C. freshman, will probably
hold down the feather weight
punching. Jerry Orr has moved
up a class heavier from last year,
and will be ^getting competition
from Arthur Bunger. In the light
weight class Pulkinen has also
moved one bracket higher, and
will take the •punches from the
welter weight class.
Three men are battling for the
senior welter weight division. Ed
Maney, a returnee of last year,

MAIN ST. MOTORS
SALES and SERVICE
LINCOLN and MERCURY
BODY and PAINT SHOP
Custom Seat Covers
Anderson, S. C. — Phone 2006

Clemson's AH-State center Gary Cox and quarterback
John Moorer are members of the Carolina all stars that
will engage Charlotte's powerful semi-pro football squad
in a charity game Saturday
afternoon in Memorial Stadium.
The all stars, composed- of
the outstanding seniors from
the football teams of the two
Carolinas, are coached by.
Wake Forest's athletic head
Peahead Walker and Rex Enright, head coach at the University of South Carolina.
Butch Butler, star tailback
for the Tigers of several sea-.,
sons ago, and Casey Jones
have led the Clippers to an
undefeated season.

along with Oscar Thompson of
football fame and Ed Ducom give
Coach Jones a good pick from that
class. Warrick is the chief middle
weight contender.
John Gammon is currently
hovering around 180 pounds, and
will be looking for the nod in the
light heavy class, and Tom Salis-.
bury, bruising football player,
has narrowed his frame down to
204 pounds, and expects to be
Jones' choice for the heavy weight
thrower.
The boxing schedule is as follows:
January 17—Georgia—here
January 23—Georgia—there
January 31—Citadel—here
Febraury 7—Carolina—there
February 14—Maryland—there

JEWELERS
Seneca

Anderson

I
Kaiser.Frazer Car Production Increasing
A FEW NEW CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
USED CARS NEEDED

KAISER.FRAZER DEALER
714 South Main Street
Phone 555
Anderson, S. C.
v^i\

OP REFRESHED
HAVE A COCA-COLA

PL.I3ASE return
empty bottles promptly
State Tax
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO*■■

-

ANDERSON, S. C.
© 1947, The Coca-Cola Company

Hardwood Opener With Hard-Fought Win

By BOB BRADLEY
GAMECOCK PICKS COLLEGIATE ALLSTATE
Several weeks ago, we were asked by Don Barton, spof Is
editor of the Gamecock, publication of the University of
South Carolina, to pick an All-State-football team for the
purpose of selecting a collegiate All-State. -The team is made
up of votes by the eight college sports editors of the state.
This is the second annual poll held by the paper, and we were
happy to join the other men of the stale college papers, in
picking this team. This'selection gives a young scribe a
chance to voice his opinion on who he thinks are the best
eleven men in state football on a season's play. At the time
of our picking, we had seeii seven of-the eight state teams
play at least once, and since the selection,'we have-had a
chance to see the eighth team perform.Recently we received a Gamecock in The Tiger office
giving the final returns on the poll. It-included Tom Wham
of Furman at one end, and Roger Wilson of Carolina and
Oscar Thompson of Clemson tied for the other position.
KenDuBard of Wofford and Kale Alexander of Carolina
held down the tackle slots. Frank Gillespie of Clemson
sewed up one guard post, and Neil Allen of Carolina and
Bill Henderson of The Citadel tied for the other guard. Cary
Cox of Clemson was named on most of the center votes. In
thebackfield, Bobby Gage of Clemson, Sammy Sewell of
Wofford, and Bishop Strickland and Claud Harrison ot
Carolina carried away the laurels.
Tom Wham of Furman received an unanimous vote
from the seven writers, and is captain of the mythical eleven.
Gage and Gillespie got all but one of the votes. The vote
that Gage failed to get was from Barton. Here is what he
had to say in his column of two weeks ago:

Coach Banks McFadden's Clemson Bengals were trounced by
the Davidson Cats Tuesday night
on the Tigers home court in the
season's opener before 1,800 fans
60-43. After enjoying an early
lead for the first eight minutes
of the game", the Tigers fell behind
and the Wildcats ' were never
headed for the rest of the contest.
At half time the lads from North
Carolina enjoyed a 28-25 advantage, but the Bengals pulled within one point of the Wildcats
shortly after the second half began. At this point the Davidson
team began a scoring spree with
Cobb and Cheek leading the way
and the Cats were never in
trouble for-the rest of the engagement.
Leonard Riddle, letterman forward from Greenville, sank 15
points to lead the Bengal attack.
Jack Neel, freshman guard from
Owensboro, Ky.^ was classy with
his speedy ball handling.
Cobb, Davidson forward racked
up 16 points to capture high
scoring honors in the contest with
Riddle of Clemson second.
Coach McFadden's charges will
entertain the cage squad from the
University of Georgia on the
Clemson hardwood tonight in their
next outing.

"WE DID NOT PICK GAGE"
"Bobby Gage was a first team choice on six of the seven
teams submitted . . . the Gamecock left Gage off its first
team, although the Clemson back ranks very near the top
among ground-gainers throughout the. nation.
"In Gage's case we went by whaCwe saw . . .not what
we read. Against Carolina he ended up with a minus yard,
age. Bishop Strickland left him waiting at the station to
score Carolina's first touchdown . . . Bobby Giles intercepted
a Gage pass to set up what proved to be the winning toifclL
orr,t
down for the Gamecocks.
"We placed Gage on our second team purely on what
we read in the newspapers."
We also received a letter from Barton last week thanking us for participating in the poll, and he told yours truly
that "Gage proved to him as well as 25,000 others that day
that he was definitely not in the running. Carol Cox was
your man that day."
When a man is picked for an honor, all the games of
the season are taken into account and not just the one contest
that he had minus yardage, If this be the case, Harrison would
have been the only Carolina man on bur first team, because
that is the only game that we saw the Gamecocks play.
In another" place in the article, the Carolina writer
stales that most of his line selections were based on publicity, "as it is taken for granted that thepublicity was inspired
by ability". Yet when it comes to the backfield, Barton
gees by "what we saw . . . not what we read." He must
have changed faces during the time he picked the line and
the backs." Don't be too proud to put Gage on your first
string All-State. He come in one of making first string AllSouthern. He did make second team, but that was two
teams closer than any Carolina man came. If everybody put
his "pets" on their selection, do you realize that there would
have been something like 77 players' names turned in?
In another place in the column, Barton states that there
were seven centers named. Carol Cox was placed on most
of the first teams. It so happens that Carol Cox is the Clemson tailback who runs behind Gage. The center that we have
at Clemson that made All-State is named Cary Cox.
We are pretty sure that things will be different next
year, and if our Carolina friend is going to base his opinions
rju one game, maybe he will be eating his own words, and
placing some fellows on the first team that deserve to be
there.
MORE HOME GAMES FOR '48 FOOTBALL SEASON
People are always asking why doesn't Clemson have
more home football games? One of. the main reasons is
that the school cannot afford to pay the high prices that
larger colleges want to come to Clemson. Consequently, we
have had to lake (fur games eisewherejo gain recognition on
the gridiron. We play only three games that are on a home
and home basis. They are Furman, N. C. State, and Wake
Forest. The Presbyterian game Is always a home game, and
this year we managed to get Auburn here for Hie first time in
quite a few years. Thus we had our usual three games since
the Ware Forest game was played here.
Even though the 1/948 football schedule game will not be
released for abenit another week, we have been informed that
Glemson will be assured of four home gams for the coming
season, and another one is being worked on.
It is hoped that this will be a new era for football at
Clemson, and that about half of our schedule in future years
can be played before the home crowd. Coach Frank Howard is constantly working on the larger teams on the Clemson schedule to pay us a visit, and ibis may be a turning point
in the home games from now on.

DEPARTMENT STORE

Howard Makes Trip

SENECA, S. C.

"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
Coach Frank Howard recently
t,ook leave of his regular duties
at Tigertown to journey to Philahelphia to attend an alumni
meeting of the Clemson men in
that area. "Shine" Milling presided over the meeting which attracted approximately forty persons. The RCA Building was
the scene of this confab.
• Pictures of the Auburn game
were taken to the Quaker City
by thet Tiger mentor and were
shown * to the ole grads.. The
gathering also viewed, by television, the world championship
bout between Joe Louis and Jersey Joe Walcott.
Washington was the next stop
for the boss of the Bengals. He
left the Pennsylvania city early
Saturday morning and arrived in
the Capital in time to see the
pigskin clash between Washington
high school all-stars and players
of the prep schools of Washington.
Frank Jervey, Red Pritchett,
and Francis Coakley, three familiar names in the sports annual of
Clemson, accompanied Howard to
the game.

ARROW SHIRTS — FLORSHEIM SHOES —
JARMAN SHOES — McGREGOR SPORTS WEAR

PONE YOUR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING ?

iff not, you can do some of your
(shopping right here and now]
51. A trim warm Arrow sports shirt would be just the ticket
X to give Dad.
2. Brother would appreciate a couple of Arrow college
neckties—stripes, plaids or foulards.
i
3. Uncle Jay—the rich one—would probably beam over a
, box- of fine white Arrow handkerchiefs with his initial
Jn the corner, '-'

INC.

MAIN AT EARLE STREET
Anderson's Finest

HABT SCHAFFNEB & MABX CLOTHES
DOBB'S, HATS

Headquarters for ....

ARROW "SHiRTSliNf TIES

FREEMAN SHOES

The U. S. JUr Force offers you

*330#mm1ft
■HAT'S

one y©« after graduation

what yon can earn after completing

one year of pilot training and winning your wings
in the Air Force.
It is a good deal frbm the start. While you're
an Aviation Cadet you draw $75 per month, plus
food, quarters, uniforms, medical and dental
care. After successfully finishing the course, you
are commissioned a Second Lieutenant, Air Force
Reserve, and assigned to active duty with the
Air Force at $336 a month (including flight pay),
with excellent chances for further increases as
promotions come through.
In addition, you get an extra $500 for each
year of active duty, and will be given a chance to
compete for a commission in the Regular Air
Force if you are interested in a service career.
This opportunity, which cannot be duplicated
anywhere else at any price, equips men for wellpaid, responsible positions throughout the aviation industry, at high pay from the beginning. It

is open to you if you're single, between 20 and
26^2 years old, and have completed at least onehalf the requirements- for a degree from an
accredited college or university (or pass an examination measuring the equivalent). Ask for
details at your U. S. Arniy and U. S. Air Force
Recruiting Station, or write to Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Attention: Aviation Cadet Section,
Washington 25, D. C.
H. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE

Ira O ■ E c If you were awaiting assignment, or
taking training when the Aviation- Cadet program
was cut back in 1944-45, you can re-qualify simply
by passing the physical examination, provided you
meet the other requirements listed above. Write for
information to Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, Attention: Aviation Cadet Section, Washington 25, D. C.
CAREERS; VVJTH A FUTURE

',MvS«- Army and
U. S. Air Force

A
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CLEMSON MEN:
We invite you to make your headquarters
here while in Anderson
ANDERSON'S FINEST

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

Our Business Is

Keeping Your
Car Happy!

FRUIT STAND ESSO STATION
At the Cross.Roads

Latest Architect
Problems Judged
Results of the judging of the
latest problems in Architectural
Design have been announced by
the Department of Architecture.
The highest recognition, first
mention placed, for the Senior
Problem, "A Roadside Restaurant", was awarded to Don D.
Folk of Greenville. Melzer P.
Booker of Anderson and Sam R.
Putnam . of Greenville received
first mention.
For the Junior Problem, "An
Architect's Office", Phelps H.
Bultman of Sumter and Jerry E.
Williams of Spartanburg received
first mention placed. John R.
Coney of Columbia and Rupert
B. Gasque of Marion were given
first mention.
The problems were judged by
four practicing architects of Columbia, Mr. Tom Harmon, Mr.
Reid Heorn, Mr. Bill Lyles, and
Mr. Walter Petty, who spent a
day criticizing the drawings to
help these future architects.

COLLEGE CAFE
'SPECIALIZING IN HOME
COOKED MEALS"

"■"■■

■ ■.TRAVEL
...BUS
CAROLINA STAGES
Operated by old Clemson man
Harrish Turner
•
Schedules Leaving Clemson For:

I.

2,

Anderson
A.M. 1'AO, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 7:15

3.
4.

Greenwood and Columbia
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55

CLASSIFIED ADS

-OSCAR SAYS"Baby Face" Hickerson may
Pitt Seay should be seen more
grow up some day and really have
often in%his tuck at 9 a. m. then
a girl who won't use him.
everyone would know that he has
OSCAR SAYS
J. K. Addison hasn't changed a been out. Seems that the Block
"C" room might be used more as
bit; he's still chicken—
a hiding place, as Pitt' got along
OSCAR SAYS
Bert Holland should get wise to fine there one week-end.
ncrA° SAvg
himself and stop breaking out
"Duck-Butt" Smith gives some
windows in the1 barracks.
good lessons in' the new art, "How
-OSCAR SAYSto
gain control of her." You can
"Boy Scout" Brackett claims
he's no militarist—the point, how- complete these easy lessons by
ever, is doubtful judging from the coming by room 1-155. (Paid Ad)
-OSCAR SAYSway he follows a "nut" Clemson
When "Holtzy" keeps his disgrad like a puppy.
tance, J. N. "Don Juan" Young
OSCAR SAYS
can really live up to his name.
Jim Inabinet has spent much
OSCAR SAYS
time in sick bay because he is alSome mighty fine parties have
lergic to women's cosmetics. Poor come about m "Keys" Cheatham's
boy, either die young, Jim, with room, some very rare ones. It is
women as the trouble, or live a shame we all can't enjoy the
longer and die with the same same privilege.
trouble.

AH ads must be turned
in not later than Tuesday
morning: at nine o'clock. The
cost of ads will be twenty
cents a line. To figure a
line, count six words to the
line. Abbreviations and each
initial count one word.
Ads should be put in an
envelope with money and addressed to The Tiger—Attention Royall E. Norton, Box
269, Clemson. No ads will be
accepted over the telephone.
WANTED—Clemson sweater. See
Dick Coney or leave name in
Room 1-221.
FOUND—Best place to buy
Christmas cards. L. W. Thompson, Room 5-121
GOOD VERSUS BAD
If only good things I relate
And my friends' virtues I narrate,
I could shout it and still not'be
heard.
But if I know a bit of dirt
That by telling, someone's hurt,
Even if whispered, folks hear
every word!

-OSCAR SAYS-

~J2UJiM

Managed by:
>
Archie Cochran
Mack McConnell

(W!'!-H«
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Newberry
P.M. 3:55
Union, Rock. ffill, Charlotte
A.M. 11:04
PM. 1:24
Greenwood
AM
- -" 7:4°. 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55, 7:15

Charter Trips Contact the Home Office, Spartanburg,
S. C. cr Branch Office, Anderson, S. C.
For additional information, fares and schedules, con.
tact local agent.
WE HAUL EXPRESS

ERRORS CORRECTED
The Tiger wishes to correct the
following errors.
Our November 21 issue carried
a story headed "Tillman Writes
History of Famous Father" which
stated that "Pitchfork Ben" Tillman's 24-year period of service
in the Senate is the longest on
record for a South Carolina man.
This was true for a time, but it
has been pointed out that "Cotton Ed" Smith has broken "Pitchfork Ben's" record.
In the story "Textile Institute
Will Meet Here On. November 22"
in our issue of November 13, we
gave Mr. John T. Wigington's
title as simply "Director of the
Division, Southern. Textile Institute". This should have been "Director of the Division of Technical
Service of the Cotton-Textile Institute". Also, the headline did
not say that this meeting was to
be of the Souh Carolina Division,
Souhern Textile Association, only!

"Booby" Reece should try to
win a name other than through
the YMCA.
'■

OSCAR SAYS

A Newry Mill nurse really received a large charge from "Heart
Throb" Hall (R. A.) at a local
party.
OSCAR SAYS

Jack Emerson, Immershein to
his close friends, is giving the
Queen City and some Davidson
boys a real going over. Let's hope
that Jack is wise and doesn't get
gone over himself.
OSCAR SAYS

"Brother" Morris didn't enjoy
the Greenville trip; Nell wasn't
there.
OSCAR

SAYS

One nervous individual in beef
lab is S. L. Hay. Couldn't be the
"berdizso", could it "Sol".
OSCAR SAYS

B. J. Perry better steer clear—
ask anyone who Knows!
OSCAR SAYS

Free crap game- lessons are
given nightly by Clemson's 'gift to
Reno, big-time Charlie Withington.

Rabe Enrolled As
Junior Of ASCE

OSCAR SAYS

.

The Col. didn't lose much sleep
over the loose poopn sheet letter
to the governor that made the-'
A3
Robert J. Rabe, Instructor, Civil rounds in barraekst ~"
.
1—OSCAR SAYS
Engineering, Clemson AgriculIf Font would take" turns with
tural. College, 12 Williamson Road, "Kid" Peebles on- the holidays
Clemson, South Carolina, has maybe Peebles couM manage to
been enrolled as a Junior of the get a date with an e^yard engine.
American Society of Civil En.'"
OSCAR SAYS
Gil Allen is now"> running his
gineers, it is announced' today by
Colonel William N. Carey, Execu- own still and it is a.itiaily occurtive Secretary of the Society, at ence for him to be serving1 some
its National Headquarters in New real high proof stuff.
York.
OSCAR SAYS
it Carson were any more fanat
The American Society of Civil
Engineers, with a membership of ical in Doc's English class, there
some 22,000, is the oldest national might be a good old-time revival.
OSCAP SAYSengineering organization in the
"Rev." Moore is due an apology
United States and has 67 local for last week's column — big
Sections throughout the country. change?

You Are Always Assured of
Courteous Service from our Clerks
FREE PERMIT BLANKS
FREE EXPLANATION BLANKS
FREE WEIGHING SCALES
WE CASH CHECKS WITHOUT FEE
40YEARS CONTINUOUS SERVICE TO CLEMSON MEN
■■«, -WKXKKV UBS***?

If. C. Rlarfin Drug Compan
P. S. McCollum, Owner
The Official College Book and Suppy Store"

"I've smoked Chesterfield
for years and find
they completely Satisfy/'

mm
STARRING IN
ROBERT RISKIN'S NEW PICTURE

M. D. M. Club To
Sponsor Donee

Aull Speaks To
One-A-Week Club

Annual Christmas Dance of the
Marion-Dillon-Marlboro Club will
be held at the Marion, S. C.
Armory on December 22 from
nine to one o'clock.
The dance is semi-formal and
Clemson's Brigadeers will furnish
the music.

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, spoke to
the "Once-A-Week" Club of Seneca at its regular meeting at the.
Oconee Inn Tea Room last Thursday. His subject Was "The Science
of Making a Living."

THOMAS N. VAUGHN

JEWELER AND WATCH REPAIRER
CLEMSON, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

E
Greenville, S. C.
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